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Question: How do you make a vacuform without 
spending over $1000? How do you make a 
vacuform using a toaster oven?
Hypothesis: If a toaster oven and other building 
supplies are utilized, a functional vacuform can be 
built at a low cost.
Objective: To build a vacuform for use in the ASU 
scene shop to quickly and easily create costume, 
scenic, and prop pieces.
INTRODUCTION
Materials:
4x8 Sheets of ¾” Plywood
4x8 Sheet of Peg Board







1. Cut wood to indicated 
sizes
2. Assemble foundation
3. Assemble heating area
4. Assemble vacuum area
5. Place grill and vacuum
6. Heat plastic for 8 minutes
7. Turn on vacuum




A functioning vacuform was successfully built for 
under $1000. A total of $553.12 was spent, not 
including supplies that were available in the scene 
shop: wood glue and screws.
A toaster oven was not used to complete this 
build. After researching further, it was discovered 
that the issues with a conventional oven: size, how 
to hold the plastic, and cost, also applied to a 
toaster oven. Instead, an indoor grill was utilized.
The machine took many trials and errors to get it 
to function properly and easily.
RESULTS
FINAL BUDGET
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